
EATENSE, The World’s First Digital Dining Plate
with Built-in Display, Launches on Indiegogo
EATENSE is the world's first customizable
plate that allow users to create their very
own personalized plate with a
smartphone app.

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, December 18,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Plates are
designed in all colors and shapes for
the very reason that they are the
foremost expression of one’s own
unique style. With the right
presentation, a meal turns into an
experience; not only does it encourage
the mood for the better, it also leads to
an enhanced appetite. However, no
one plate is ever enough to suit the
diverse tastes of the consumer—that
is, until now. Eatense is the world's first
customizable plate that allows users to
create their very own personalized
plate with a smartphone app.
Equipped with a digital display, users
can turn a simple plate into a one-of-a-
kind work of art using designs, photos,
and videos from their phone. Eatense
captures both creativity and
functionality with their easy and
accessible features.

Luxurious dining experience should
not be limited to the space of a
restaurant or to the capacity of a chef;
it can and should be enjoyed without
having to sacrifice one’s convenience.
With the Eatense app and plate, you can customize your plate to suit your style, taste, and mood
instantly in the comfort of your home, office, and even outside. Additionally, to complement its
adaptable nature, the plate has a sturdy hardware sealed within a waterproof body that is easy
to charge; it can be brought anywhere without any difficulties. So, while it has the same features
of a normal plate, Eatense defies the idea that plates can’t change by combining technical
elements to them. With technology, plates are transformed to multi-purposed utilities tailored
for the professional setting of a restaurant and for a personal satisfying experience.

The primary features of Eatense include: 

- Customization: Can be customized in whichever way to satisfy the user’s creativity and needs
- Water-resistance: Can be washed just like any other plates (IPX8)

http://www.einpresswire.com


- Wireless-Charging: Can be charged
easily with a wireless charging pad
- A new creative experience through
the simple outlet of a smartphone app:
Can customize the plate with a unique
design and texts that can display a
special message for friends and family
as well as information about the food
like what the ingredients are and how
to make it

Eatense is now available for pre-order
on Indiegogo with discounted prices
starting at $159. After the campaign,
the company anticipates
manufacturing and delivery to be
fulfilled by the end of July 2019.

For more information or question,
please contact us 
eatense(at)gmail.com
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